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Abstract 
On the basis of the working research WWR-M reactor at PNPI there is being built a highly intensive source of ultracold 
neutrons (UCN) and very cold neutrons (VCN) for scientific research in fundamental physics and investigation of 
nanoparticles. The source will use superfluid helium that will allow us to obtain the density of ultracold neutrons of 104 
cm-3, which approximately 1000 times exceeds the available density of ultracold neutron at existing UCN sources. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The creation of a UCN source based on superfluid helium and intensive beams of ultracold and very cold neutrons 
[1] on its basis will provide a unique possibility of investigating such fundamental interactions as search for the electric 
dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron with in view of testing the problem of CP-violation, or the high-precision 
investigation of neutron ȕ-decay in order to test the Standard Model of elementary particles and interactions. Both tasks 
are of primary importance for the physics of elementary particles and for cosmology. They are aimed at searching for the 
possibly existing new superparticles in processes right after the Big Bang. To a great extent this research touches upon 
problems to be studied by physicists using modern high-energy colliders in expensive experiments. In this case, the 
possibility of solving so significant problems arises by virtue of the high measurement precision possible due to the high 
density of ultracold neutrons obtained with a new source based on superfluid helium. 
Investigation of fundamental interactions in the world of elementary particles is an essential task for our 
understanding of origin and formation of the Universe. In particular, the task of the experimental search for an electric 
dipole moment is one of the most important in fundamental physics. It has been investigated for more than fifty years, 
the latest and most considerable achievement in investigating this problem was the development of the technique using 
ultracold neutrons. 
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The current limit on the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron is 263 10 e cm  [2], which is the result of the 
united efforts of many experimental teams. Nevertheless, for the time being, increase of the sensitivity of EDM 
experiments is more urgent than ever. The Standard Model fails to account for the baryon asymmetry of the Universe 
that originated during the early stage of its formation due to either a ɋɊ violtating mechanism or Ɍ-violation. As an 
alternative, there are supersymmetry theories. Within their framework baryon asymmetry of the Universe can be 
interpreted. Thus, an experimental finding of an EDM of the neutron could confirm supersymmetry theories with ɋɊ-
violation. On the other hand, failure in finding an EDM of the neutron will support the idea that the probability of 
detecting supersymmetric particles with a supercollider LHC in CERN is being reduced. 
The increase in intensity of ultracold neutrons will allow to increase 100 times the sensitivity for finding an electrical 
dipole moment of the neutron and hence might contribute to the major problem of the origin of the Universe. 
 
2. Supersource of ultracold neutrons at WWR-Ɇ reactor 
 
The supersource of ultracold neutrons at the WWR-Ɇ reactor represents a new generation of techniques as for the 
first time superfluid helium has been used for obtaining a beam of ultracold neutrons of high intensity within a reactor. 
Superfluid helium is a remarkable quantum liquid with amazing properties of superfluidity and thermal 
conductivity. Not less surprising, however less known, are specific characteristics of interaction of superfluid helium 
with neutrons. Superfluid helium possesses an enormous transparency for low energy neutrons [3]. 
The essence of the matter is simple enough. Landau’s famous curve, combining energy and momentum of 
excitations (phonons, rotons) in superfluid helium intersects the curve 2 /E p m  for free neutrons at the same point. 
This point corresponds to the excitation energy (in temperature units) 12 Ʉ. It means that UCN can absorb only a 
phonon with energy 12 Ʉ. In practice there are no such phonons at the temperature of superfluid helium 1 Ʉ, as the 
corresponding Boltzmann factor is an exponent to the power of -12. It provides an explanation for the extremely high 
transparency of superfluid helium for UCN. Actually, UCN can “live” in superfluid helium until phonon absorption for 
tens to hundreds of seconds. UCN “are born” in helium by cold neutrons with wavelength of 9 Å, corresponding to a 
temperature of 12 Ʉ, which is equal to the phonon energy, i.e. a cold neutron excites a phonon and practically stops 
itself, hence becoming an ultracold one. Cold neutrons penetrate through a trap wall while ultracold ones are reflected, 
resulting in the effect of accumulation of UCN up to the density determined by the storage time in a trap with helium 
[4]. 
Experiments on accumulating UCN in traps with superfluid helium have been successfully performed using beams 
of cold neutrons [5, 6]. The UCN density obtained with superfluid helium on the beam is comparable with that of UCN 
obtained from the source of the reactor. Divergence of the neutron beam is extremely small with respect to 4S . In 
collecting UCN emitted in 4S  one can gain 3-4 orders of magnitude in intensity. The following questions arise: In what 
radiation conditions can the UCN source with superfluid helium operate? What power can be removed at a temperature 
level of about 1K? It is known that one can remove kilowatt power from superconducting magnets at the temperature of 
1.8 Ʉ. Such installations are bulky and of high cost. We can set ourselves the task of obtaining the cooling power of 20 
watts at a temperature of 1.2 Ʉ. In this case the task is solved using an available helium liquefier producing 50 liters per 
hour and the vacuum system of pumping out the helium vapours to get the temperature of 1.2 Ʉ. For the problem to be 
solved successfully one should find some compromise between the level of heat release and neutron flux. 
At the WWR-Ɇ reactor the conditions for solving this task are quite suitable. There is a thermal reactor column, 
which represents a channel with a big diameter (1 m), adjacent to an active reactor core. Such a big diameter enables us 
to arrange an efficient lead protection from J -radiation of the active reactor core and a liquid deuterium premoderator at 
20 Ʉ to obtain cold neutrons, and finally, the source of UCN itself on superfluid helium at a temperature of 1.2 Ʉ. 
At present, the density of UCN used in experiments is 10-40 n/ɫm3 [7]. At the same time there is progress on design 
and construction of new UCN sources based on solid deuterium at the temperature of 4.5 Ʉ (LANL, USA; PSI, 
Switzerland, FRMII TUM, Germany), as well as on the effect of accumulation of UCN in superfluid helium (KEK-
RCNP-TRIUMF, Japan-Canada; ILL, France). Obtaining a density of UCN equal to 103 n/ɫm3 is the goal. Our project 
aims at obtaining a density of UCN equal to 104 n/ɫm3, one order of magnitude exceeding that in existing projects and 
either 100 or 1000 times higher than the present available UCN density. 
The world progress as far as the density of UCN is concerned, is shown in Fig. 1. The top right point in the picture 
is related to the project parameters of the new source project at the WWR-Ɇ reactor at PNPI based on using superfluid 
helium. 
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Fig. 1: World progress on achieved UCN densities over the last decades.  
 - UCN source project based on solid deuterium at PSI, 
 - UCN source project based on superfluid helium at ILL, 
 - UCN source project based on superfluid helium at the reactor WWR-M, PNPI. 
 
Fig 2. gives the location scheme of the source in the vicinity of the active reactor core showing the results of 
estimations on neutron flux and energy release in the material of the source. The heat release in the source with 
superfluid helium is expected to be equal to 19 watts [8]. Fig. 3 shows the source cooling scheme allowing to solve the 
problem of heat removal and keeping the temperature at 1.2 Ʉ under conditions of radiation heat release [9]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: The main location scheme of the UCN source in the thermal column of the WWR-Ɇ reactor. 
1 – chamber with superfluid helium @1.2Ʉ, 2 – liquid-deuterium premoderator @20Ʉ; 3 – graphite reflector 
@300Ʉ, 4 – lead shielding. 
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Fig. 3: The main scheme of low temperature unit of the source. 
1 – source chamber, 2 – neutron guide UCN, 3 – neutron guide CN, 4 – pipe of filling the chamber, 5 – lower 
bath @ 1.2 Ʉ, 6 – middle bath @ 1.2 Ʉ, 7 –filter 3ɇɟ, 8 –detector of liquid level in the lower bath, 9 –upper bath 
@ 4.2 Ʉ, 10 – valve of feeding helium into the middle bath, 11 – detector of liquid level in the middle bath, 12 – 
pipeline of vacuum pumping out the chamber (gravitational lock of UCN), 13 – pipeline of vacuum pumping out 
the lower bath, 14 – pipeline of vacuum pumping out the middle bath, 15 – general pipeline of pumping out, 16 – 
membrane of UCN neutron guide, 17 – membrane of CN neutron guide, 18 – thermal screen @ 20 Ʉ, 19 – vacuum 
enclosure, 20 – external UCN neutron guide, 21 –external CN neutron guide, 22 – filling of an upper bath with 
liquid helium @ 4.2 Ʉ, 23 –– removal of helium vapours, 24 – feeding of gaseous helium for cooling the thermal 
screen 18, 25 – removal of gaseous helium from the thermal screen 18, 26 – pumping out of a vacuum enclosure. 
 
 
PNPI has designed a few cold neutron sources for reactors in Hungary and in Holland. Recently a liquid- deuterium 
source for cold neutron production has been installed on a new reactor in Sydney by PNPI. Some work is in progress on 
the installation of a cold neutron source at a new reactor in China. The Paul Scherrer Institute constructed and presently 
puts into operation an ultracold neutron source where PNPI contributed in its original proposal. 
At present PNPI has done the following: 
1. It has elaborated the project of UCN on superfluid helium. 
2. It has made measurements in the thermal reactor column showing real possibilities for its up-grading [10]. 
3. It has made detailed estimations of density of UCN at the outlet of neutron guides [11]. 
4. It installed low-temperature helium refrigerator of 3 kilowatt power at temperature 20 Ʉ. 
5. It is assembling a helium liquefier producing 50 liters per hour. 
6. It purchased and is assembling the facilities for pumping out helium vapours. 
7. It has worked out a project for dismounting the thermal column. 
8. It has elaborated a design for storing radioactive elements of thermal column. 
9. It has been preparing an experimental equipment for scientific research. 
 
 
3. Construction of experimental facilities for the investigation of fundamental interactions 
 
Upgraded double chamber neutron EDM spectrometer at PNPI [12]. 
The main experimental scheme remains the same as [13]: a differential magnetic-resonance spectrometer of 
accumulating type with the system of dynamic resonance stabilization and double analysis of neutron polarization. 
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The modification of the installation is directed towards improving the quality of its different joints in order to 
minimize losses and to increase the time of neutron storage, to decrease magnetic noises and to create more stable 
resonance conditions, as well as to designing the monitoring system of the average magnetic field in the resonance 
volume. It will be reasonable to start measurements at the new source using the modernized double chamber EDM 
spectrometer. It will enable us to make the measurement precision 10 times higher. 
Multichamber EDM spectrometer [14]. 
The new scheme of the spectrometer has a number of advantages over that of the previous EDM spectrometer at 
PNPI and the PNPI EDM spectrometer at ILL. Estimations show that using UCN at the density to be attained by a new 
source at PNPI the limit on EDM can be 100 times reduced. Not only does a multichamber scheme of the spectrometer 
allow to increase the installation sensitivity, but it also gives the possibility of comprehensive control of systematic 
errors in the course of the experiment. Besides its being a multichamber, a remarkable feature of the new scheme is a 
new way of creating the polarization of UCN and its analysis. At present, a model of the multichamber spectrometer has 
been developed and the design of a full-scale spectrometer will be corrected following the results of its testing. 
The crystal diffraction technique of neutron EDM search [15]. 
The method concerned is based on applying interatomic electric fields, acting on diffracting neutrons in a  
noncentersymmetric crystal in search for a neutron EDM. The magnitude of these fields is 4-5 orders higher than 
electrical fields created under laboratory conditions and is likely to be as high as 1GV/cm. It is known that the sensitivity 
of the approach to the EDM of a neutron measurement is determined by the product of the value of the electric field and 
the time of the neutron staying in this field. In spite of the fact that the time of the neutron flight through crystal is 
considerably less than the time of UCN storage for really existing quartz crystals, the accuracy of the crystal diffraction 
approach is likely to exceed the present precision on the neutron EDM and could be as high as ~(4-6)10-27 ɟ  ɫɦ. 
Application of other crystals such as PbO or Bi12 SiO20 , can increase the sensitivity by at least one order of magnitude. 
This alternative measuring technique is extremely important for the reliability of the scientific results. 
The construction of a highly intensive source of cold and ultracold neutrons will enable to conduct neutron 
experiments within a wide range of wavelengths. In addition to the experimental hall for working with thermal neutrons 
halls for working with ultracold neutrons, very cold neutrons and cold neutrons will be built at the WWR-M reactor. Fig 
4 shows the layout for the experimental halls of cold and very cold neutrons which can be used for this purpose within 
the reactor building itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Experimental halls of the WWR-Ɇ reactor. 
1,2,3,4 – installations for fundamental research on ultracold neutrons, 5 – diffractometer of very cold neutron, 6 – 
spectrometer of very cold neutron, 7 – installations for fundamental research with cold neutrons. 
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Precision experiment for measuring asymmetries of E -decay of neutrons using a superconducting solenoid [16-
19]. 
We suggest applying a polarized beam of cold neutrons and an axial magnetic field in the shape of a bottle created 
by a superconducting solenoid [16-19]. Such a configuration of the magnetic field permits to isolate the neutron decay 
electrons and to determine the solid angle with high precision. An electrical static cylinder with 25kV potential 
determines the area where decays can be detected. Protons escaping from this area are accelerated and then detected by a 
proton detector. Using coincidences between electron and proton signals enables the background to be considerably 
suppressed. 
The asymmetry of the electron momentum with respect to the neutron spin is measured via the alteration of the sign of 
the neutron beam polarization. The final accuracy of the decay asymmetry will be determined by the accuracy of the 
polarization measurements (1÷2)·10-3. 
An installation for precise measuring the neutron life-time by storing UCN in a gravitational trap. 
The construction of a new installation («Big gravitational trap») will enable us to enhance 5 times the statistical 
precision of measurements and to attain a precision of 0.2 sec. The important fact is that experimental techniques have 
already been developed and a very small loss factor equal to 1% of the neutron decay probability has already been 
obtained. Using the new UCN source, the statistical precision of measurements will be enhanced by an order of 
magnitude. 
An installation for precise measuring the neutron life-time by storing UCN in a magnetic trap. 
PNPI has designed an experiment for measuring the neutron lifetime by storing UCN in a magnetic trap, in which 
reflection of UCN from the walls occurs due to the magnetic field gradient. The experiment permits the depolarization 
process to be controlled because in the case of covering the walls with fomblin the neutrons, which changed their 
magnetic moment direction with respect to the magnetic field, are not absorbed and after a few collisions with the walls 
they enter into a neutron guide and are registered with a detector. 
Such an alternative technique of making measurements is extremely important for the reliability of scientific results. 
 
4. Long-term investigations 
 
A new generation of high density UCN sources will provide us with the opportunity to make considerable progress 
in fundamental research. The application of new beam techniques might improve the precision of neutron EDM  
measurements by two orders of magnitude and will test the predictions of supersymmetric theories which are possible 
versions of Standard Model extentions. Within the framework of these theories a neutron EDM is predicted on a level 
accessible for long-term experiments, at the same time assuming the baryon asymmetry of the Universe on the observed 
level. This could imply the possible correctness of the proposed versions of the theory. 
Using the new source of ultracold neutrons at PNPI a precision of 2  10-28 ɟ  ɫɦ is likely to be attained. Fig.5 shows the 
development over the years of the neutron EDM searches and the possible sensitivities of future installations at new 
UCN sources. For the time being the limit on the EDM of the neutron is equal to 3  10-26 ɟ  cm. It was obtained in 2005 
by ILL-Sussex-RAL research team [2] and turned out to be 3 times lower than that obtained at PNPI 10 years ago [13]. 
In the near future we are planning to enhance the sensitivity in searching for a neutron EDM, using the ILL UCN source. 
It should mention that the level of accuracy a few units of    10-28 ɟ  ɫɦ is also planned to obtain in other EDM 
experiments (ILL-cryoEDM, France; SNS-EDM, USA; PSI-nEDM,  Switzerland ). A few independent measurements 
are extremely important in this crucial experiment.  
The task of a precise measurement of the neutron lifetime is of great importance for elementary particle physics and 
cosmology. The decay of a free neutron into a proton, an electron and an anti-neutrino is caused by weak interaction, 
namely the transition of a d quark into a u quark. In the Standard Model of elementary particles the mixing of quarks is 
described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, which must be unitary. The matrix element Vud can be 
derived from the nuclear ȕ-decay and the ȕ-decay of the neutron. The calculation of Vud from the neutron ȕ-decay data 
is extremely attractive due to the simplicity of the theoretical description. The assumed precision of measuring neutron 
ȕ-decay will provide the possibility of checking the unitarity of the mixing matrix on a new precision level, i.e. higher 
than 10-3, which is significant for testing the Standard Model validity and searching for possible deviations. 
A precise measurement of the neutron lifetime is extremely important for testing the model of Big-Bang 
nucleosynthesis. The ratio of light elements depend on the ration of the number of baryons to photons at the stage of the 
initial nuclear synthesis and the neutron lifetime. Thus precisely measuring the neutron lifetime affects the nuclear 
synthesis model at the early stage of the Universe. The PNPI project suggests to measure free neutron lifetime with a 
precision of up to 0.2 s, inside a the gravitational trap of ultracold neutrons. 
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Fig 5. The progress in neutron EDM experiments, assumptions of theoretical models and possibilities of sensitivity 
improvements. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
At the operating research WWR-Ɇ reactor at PNPI a high intensity source of ultracold neutrons for scientific 
investigations in fundamental physics and the study of nanostructures will be constructed. The source will use superfluid 
helium, which will allow to obtain a density of ultracold neutrons of 104 cm-3, which approximately 1000 times exceeds 
the intensity of sources of ultracold neutrons presently available in the world. 
Besides, the project suggests installing a new experimental equipment to study fundamental interactions and 
structure and dynamics of substances using new beams of ultracold neutrons, very cold neutrons and cold neutrons. As a 
result the number of installations at the reactor will be doubled and the quality of research on high intensity neutron 
beams with long wavelengths will be considerably improved due to creating better background conditions in the neutron 
guide halls. 
Ultracold neutron beams are expected to have extremely high intensity. The project discussed here will enable us to 
establish a modern neutron center providing a unique high intensity source of ultracold neutrons for joint investigations. 
Many institutes and universities of Russia will take part in this center which will also become the center for training of 
scientific workers. In the field of ultracold neutrons the source is expected to be the most intensive one.  
It should be noted that owing to a well-developed infrastructure of the reactor and the institute as well as a highly 
qualified scientific and engineering staff the project is also highly efficient from economic point of view. The project is 
based on application of high technologies. It is supposed to be a rather successful contribution to the program of 
supporting and developing fundamental and applied investigations based on research reactors in Russia. 
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